INTRODUCTION
Since the Internet has become the de facto global networking infrastructure, IP-based services have increasingly been used for delivering multimedia applications, including various voice, video, and data applications. Such applications generate traffic with different characteristics and consequently require various levels of services. Service differentiation and end-to-end quality of service (QoS) provisioning in IP networks have thus become a major preoccupation, resulting in the development of IP QoS technologies like differentiated services (DiffServ) [1] .
Recent years have also witnessed considerable interest in delivering IP-based multimedia applications using broadband satellite access (BSA) networks [2, 3] , which rely on a satellitebased return channel to provide a viable solution for two-way broadband Internet access for users in areas without adequate terrestrial infrastructure. Due to the scarcity of satellite capacity (bandwidth) on one hand, and the variability/ burstiness of multimedia traffic on the other hand, the efficient management of the return channel capacity, which is subject to contention among the satellite user terminals (UTs), is of particular interest. Efficient management can be achieved by using dynamic capacity allocation (DCA). In this article a DCA scheme based on the combined free/demand assignment multiple access (CF-DAMA) [4] protocol is proposed. The scheme is designed to provide high utilization and fair sharing of the BSA return channel capacity among many UTs by dynamically adapting each UT's capacity assignment to the input traffic variations, while satisfying user QoS requirements based on the DiffServ model with both short-range dependent (SRD) and longrange dependent (LRD) input traffic, and maintaining reduced DCA signaling overhead.
The article is organized as follows. We begin with a brief description/review of the BSA network architecture, providing the context for all subsequent discussion. Next, an overview of the DCA process is given in the context of a DiffServ environment. Finally, our proposed DCA scheme is presented after defining an appropriate QoS performance measure and input traffic model. Simulation is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed DCA scheme and to adjust various DCA parameters in view of the trade-off between QoS performance and the DCA signaling overhead. Finally, we present our conclusions and final notes regarding the proposed DCA scheme. Figure 1 illustrates the overall reference system architecture used to provide a context/platform for our proposed DCA scheme. It consists of UTs, gateways, a satellite, and a master control station (MCS). The architecture allows the establishment of traffic flows between UTs and gateways located in different beams, in both the downstream (forward link, from gateways toward UTs) and upstream (return link, from UTs toward gateways). A flow from the satellite is associated with a downlink, while a flow to the satellite is associated with an uplink. The details of this architecture are given in our previous work [2, 3] .
IP QOS-BASED BSA NETWORKS AND DCA OVERALL REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
In BSA networks the upstream uplink transmission capacity is subject to contention among
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In broadband satellite access networks, the efficient management of the return channel transmission capacity is key in reducing the service cost while satisfying the QoS requirements of IP-based multimedia applications. In this article a dynamic capacity allocation scheme based on combined free/demand assignment multiple access is proposed, allowing the return channel capacity to be efficiently shared among many user terminals. Simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme provides adequate DiffServ IP QoS support while maintaining high satellite bandwidth utility and reduced DCA signaling overhead.
DYNAMIC CAPACITY ALLOCATION FOR QUALITY-OF-SERVICE SUPPORT IN IP-BASED SATELLITE NETWORKS
many UTs. Multifrequency time-division multiple access (MF-TDMA) [5] is widely used as a primary access scheme to resolve this contention. An MF-TDMA frame consists of a set of adjacentfrequency carriers (with appropriate guard bands); each carrier is further divided into fixed-length time slots using TDMA. Thus, a channel in MF-TDMA is identified by a time-frequency slot in the frame. Each slot can carry a single fixed-size data packet called a cell. The slots in the MF-TDMA frame are shared by the UTs under the control of the medium access control (MAC) scheduler: each UT can be assigned one or more slots per frame in which to transmit its traffic.
DCA IN A DIFFSERV ENVIRONMENT
Consider IP-based QoS provisioning using the DiffServ architecture [1] , developed in response to complexity and scalability problems associated with the other suggested IP QoS architecture, integrated services (IntServ) [6] . Unlike IntServ, DiffServ relies on aggregate traffic (IP) flows instead of per-flow resource reservations, making it more scalable in large networks. Upon entering the network, each IP packet is classified into a DiffServ per-hop behavior (PHB) using the DiffServ code point (DSCP) field in the packet header and the subsequent treatment of the packet in the network depends on its PHB classification. Providing DiffServ QoS entails forwarding the aggregate traffic according to the requirements of each DiffServ PHB: expedited forwarding (EF), assured forwarding (AF), or default (DE). Detailed characteristics and required treatment of these PHBs are presented in our previous work [3] . In the upstream direction, the traffic from each UT tends to be bursty, so per-UT fixed capacity allocation, while possible, would lead to inefficient link usage. DCA is therefore the preferred option. However, meeting the DiffServ PHB requirements while using DCA is more challenging because the capacity available to each UT is variable. Using DCA, the slots in the MF-TDMA frame are dynamically allocated to the UTs by a centralized MAC scheduler (typically located in the MCS) based on capacity requests (demands) from the UTs reflecting the input traffic variability. In addition, any free slots remaining in the frame after all UT requests have been granted are distributed as free capacity. This combined assignment scheme, consisting of both demand and free components, is CF-DAMA [4] .
THE PROPOSED DCA SCHEME
The scheduler and UT architectures, emphasizing the DiffServ and DCA-related structures, were considered in our previous work [3] . As described therein, each UT has three traffic queues corresponding to the EF, AF, and DE DiffServ service classes (PHBs). In the present article we emphasize the DCA algorithms used to calculate capacity requests and assignments.
QoS Performance Measure -We could simply use the basic QoS parameters of packet queuing delay and loss probability as performance measures. However, it is preferable to define a single unified measure from which these basic parameters can easily be derived, in the form of the queue size survival function, that is, the probability of the queue length Q (in packets) exceeding a value n, Pr{Q > n}, for an infinite queue. This QoS measure is convenient due to its close relationship with the basic QoS parameters: Pr{Q > n} can approximately represent the packet loss probability of a finite queue of length n, since a packet arriving at a full queue must be discarded; furthermore, for a queue service rate C and length Q, the average queuing delay is approximately D = Q/C, so Pr{Q > n} is equivalent to Pr{D > n/C}, the delay survival function.
The QoS requirement (criterion) expressed in terms of a delay requirement is that the queuing delay D must not exceed some value d = n/C, or equivalently, that the queue length Q must not exceed n; otherwise, an outage (QoS violation) is said to occur. The outage probability must be maintained below a certain value. The QoS criterion for each of the UT's three queues (EF, AF, and DE) can therefore be stated as follows:
where k represents the queue type (EF, AF, or DE) and P OUT is the desired outage probability (i.e., the probability of the queue length exceeding n k ). If the above criterion is not met, an outage (QoS violation) is said to occur. Queues requiring lower delays/sizes (i.e., more stringent QoS), such as the EF queue, are assigned a lower n k value. A queue is deemed to receive satisfactory QoS if the above criterion is satisfied.
Input Traffic Model -Given the relatively high UT cost, UTs are typically deployed in multi-user environments, so a UT's input traffic is an aggregate of many IP flows. We model this aggregate traffic in each UT queue by a two-state switched Poisson process, which has been found in the literature to be suitable for modeling aggregate network flows [7] [8] [9] . Since such aggregates exhibit either SRD or LRD behavior (depending on the number of individual flows), we consider both of these traffic types, modeling the former n n n n Figure 1 . Overall BSA network architecture. [10] and the latter by a Pareto-modulated Poisson process (PMPP) [11] . Each UT queue together with its associated input traffic source thus form an MMPP/G/1 or PMPP/G/1 queuing system, respectively. The mean state sojourn times of the traffic sources are assumed to be greater than the DCA cycle time (defined as the delay between making a capacity request and receiving the corresponding assignment from the centralized scheduler, due to the satellite propagation time between the UT and scheduler), so each traffic source can be assumed to remain in the same state for the entire duration of a DCA cycle. Consequently, the traffic within the cycle behaves as simple (nonswitched) Poisson traffic, so within this time interval, the queuing system can be treated as M/G/1, which lends itself more easily to analysis than MMPP/G/1 or PMPP/G/1. Furthermore, assuming a constant queue service rate, this becomes M/D/1.
Proposed DCA Scheme -An upper bound on Pr{Q ≥ n} for M/D/1 is given in [12] :
In the above expression, γ is the solution of the equation
where ρ = γ/C is the normalized queue load, γ is the mean cell arrival rate, and C is the queue service rate. It is not difficult to derive an expression for C as a function of γ, n, and Pr{Q > n}. Noting that Pr{Q > n} = Pr{Q ≥ n + 1} and using Eq. 2 as an approximation rather than an upper bound,
Now, from Eq. 3,
Equations 4 and 5 allow us to calculate the capacity required for each of the UT's three queues in order to satisfy the QoS criterion of Eq. 1: Pr{Q > n} in Eq. 4 is set to the desired outage probability P OUT , and n is set to the desired n k value for queue k. Equation 5 indicates that the required capacity C > γ. Furthermore, as n is decreased, γ increases, so C also increases. Intuitively, this is logical since lower n values indicate smaller required queue sizes/delays (i.e., more stringent QoS requirements).
DCA implies that the capacity assigned to each UT by the scheduler is variable. Consequently, the service rate of each UT queue fluctuates around the optimal value given by Eq. 5. Nevertheless, Eqs. 4 and 5 provide a good guideline (approximation) of the capacity required.
The mean traffic arrival rate λ in Eq. 5 is estimated using a sliding-window time-average of cell arrivals. The sliding window size L (in frames) is adjustable. With smaller L, the average covers a shorter time span (fewer frames) and thus follows the instantaneous traffic arrival rate more closely, which implies high variation in the estimated mean. As L is increased, the estimated mean becomes smoother (i.e., the estimate is of better quality), potentially leading to improved DCA performance; the downside is that the estimate responds more slowly to the switched Poisson input traffic source's state switching point, with the opposite effect of reducing DCA performance. This trade-off between the estimate's quality and responsiveness is investigated by simulation next.
Each UT uses Eq. 5 to calculate the request amount C for each service class (queue), and sends these requests to the scheduler. The signaling required for the requests and assignments is reduced by reducing their frequency: a request for a given service class is only sent if the relative change ∆ in the request amount with respect to the last request (sent in a previous MF-TDMA frame) exceeds a request transmission threshold ∆ TH . Each UT calculates ∆ once per frame for each service class, and only sends a request for that service class if ∆ > ∆ TH . At the scheduler, a request amount from a given UT remains valid until it is replaced by a new amount from that UT. As ∆ TH is increased, the amount of signaling decreases because fewer capacity requests and assignments are transmitted per unit time. The inconvenience is that the scheduler must rely on older request information for the capacity assignment process; this older information may no longer reflect the current input traffic conditions at the UT if ∆ TH is increased excessively, resulting in suboptimal capacity assignments (and thus reduced performance). This trade-off between performance and signaling is investigated by simulation next.
At the scheduler, the MF-TDMA frame slots are assigned to the UTs in proportion to each UT's capacity request amount; more capacity is therefore assigned to the UTs with higher request amounts. Each UT distributes the capacity assigned to it by the scheduler among its three traffic queues (EF, AF and DE) using Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) with the queue weights given dynamically by each queue's current request amount; more of the assigned capacity is therefore distributed to the queues with higher request amounts. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING SIMULATION
OPNET simulation is used to evaluate the performance of the DCA scheme proposed earlier and to adjust L and ∆ TH . To maintain reasonable simulation run times and computer memory requirements, we simulate a scaled-down BSA network consisting of fewer UTs and a correspondingly smaller MF-TDMA frame than in typical real-world networks; our results and conclusions, however, also apply to full-size networks. There are 32 UTs in the simulated BSA network. The MF-TDMA frame has 8 carriers, each with 32 time slots, and the frame time is 26.5 ms (typical for existing satellite networks). The DCA cycle time is 540 ms, corresponding to two geosynchronous satellite hops of 270 ms each (one for the capacity request and one for the corresponding assignment from the groundbased scheduler). The outage probability P OUT from Eq. 1 is set to 10 -3 , and the queue sizes n EF = 75, n AF = 115, and n DE = 150 cells.
The simulation results are presented mainly in terms of the survival function for the probability range down to 10 -4 , as shown in Figs. 2-7 . Statistically, for a confidence level of around 95 percent this requires the collection of at least 10 6 = 100/10 -4 samples. A sufficient number of samples is used in our simulations to yield this confidence level. Figure 2 shows the queue size survival functions at 95 percent network load with MMPP and PMPP input traffic. L is set to 19 frames, and ∆ TH is set to 0.0. We note that for all three queues, the PMPP curves decay more slowly than the MMPP curves, indicating higher probabilities of obtaining larger queue sizes with PMPP input traffic; this finding parallels the results obtained in [11] , and is due to the LRD and self-similarity of the PMPP traffic.
QOS PERFORMANCE (PR{Q > N})
Next, we note that each curve appears to be composed of two regions: for small queue sizes (below approximately 10 cells), the slope of the curve is steeper than for larger queue sizes. This dual-slope shape is most apparent for the EF queue, but is also visible for the two other queues. The shape is characteristic of queuing systems with switched (modulated) traffic arrival processes, as in this article; the first region (with steeper slope) is the cell region, and the other, the burst region [13] . Recall from earlier that the queue size survival function can be interpreted as the cell loss probability of a queue with finite length n. For small n (i.e., in the cell region), the loss is due mainly to the cell variability of the Poisson traffic arrival process within each state of the switched traffic source. In the cell region, increasing n allows this variability to be absorbed by the larger queue size, so the cell loss rapidly decreases as indicated by the steep negative slope of the survival function. As n is further increased, the burst region is entered, and the loss due to cell variability becomes negligible, resulting in a decreased slope of the survival function. In the burst region, the cell loss is caused mainly by the switched input traffic source's state transitions.
We now use Fig. 2 to determine whether the QoS criterion of Eq. 1 is satisfied. For the EF queue at the specified queue size n EF = 75 cells, we note that Pr{Q > n EF } with both MMPP and PMPP input traffic is well below the specified outage probability P OUT = 10 -3 ; hence, the QoS criterion is satisfied despite the high network load (95 percent). The criterion is violated for the AF and DE queues, however; that is, the outage probability requirement is not met at the specified queue sizes n AF = 115 and n DE = 150 cells. Figure 3 shows Pr{Q > n k } (n AF and n DE as above) for these two queues vs. the network load. We note that for the AF queue, the outage requirement is met at loads not exceeding approximately 92 percent with MMPP traffic and 90 percent with PMPP traffic. Similarly, for the DE queue the requirement is met at loads not exceeding 87 percent with MMPP traffic and 84.5 percent with PMPP traffic. Thus, lower network loads are required with PMPP traffic than with MMPP traffic in order to obtain the same QoS.
EFFECTS OF THE MOVING-AVERAGE SLIDING WINDOW SIZE
We now consider the effects of the moving-average sliding window size L used in the estimation of the mean traffic arrival rate. Figure 4 shows the queue size survival functions for L = 10, 19, and 80 frames. The effects of changing L are clearly observable: for all three queues (EF, AF, and DE), lower L values result in survival functions that decay more quickly, implying smaller queue sizes and thus better performance. In terms of the estimate quality-responsiveness trade-off described earlier, we therefore conclude that the estimate's improved quality at higher L values is outweighed by its reduced responsiveness to the input traffic source's state switching point. This conclusion is subject to diminishing returns. However, further simulations (not included in this article) indicate that decreasing L from 10 to 5 frames only results in slight further improvement for the AF and DE queues (but not the EF queue), and a further n n n n decrease from 5 frames to 1 results in slight improvement for only the DE queue, while EF and AF performance actually worsens slightly. We therefore conclude that a good window size is in the range of 5-10 frames.
EFFECTS OF THE REQUEST TRANSMISSION THRESHOLD
Next, we study the effects of the request transmission threshold ∆ TH described earlier on the signaling overhead and DCA performance. Figure 5 shows the queue size survival functions for ∆ TH = 0.0, 0.2, and 0.5. Generally, we note that lower values result in better performance (faster decay of the survival functions), although the observed differences are small. Table 1 shows the corresponding signaling overhead, measured/quantified by the proportion of MF-TDMA frames in which capacity requests (and assignments Table 1 , we note that the request proportions for the three queues are nearly identical because the input traffic sources are homogeneous (i.e., all three have the same parameters), so the resulting traffic in each queue has similar characteristics. Even with ∆ TH = 0.0, the request proportion is less than 1.0, signifying that requests are not transmitted in every frame, because the request amount is sometimes identical from frame to frame (depending on the traffic arrival pattern). The request proportion decreases from 0.75 to 0.10, representing an 86.5 percent reduction in the amount of signaling, by increasing ∆ TH from 0.0 to 0.2. By contrast, a reduction of 96.4 percent is achieved by increasing ∆ TH from 0.0 to 0.5 (i.e., only an additional 10 percent reduction is achieved by the increase to 0.5). In terms of queuing performance, Fig. 5 shows that increasing ∆ TH from 0.0 to 0.2 results in no performance penalty for the EF queue and only minimal penalties for the others, while reducing the signaling by 86.5 percent as noted above. Slightly more substantial performance penalties result from further increasing ∆ TH to 0.5, while only reducing the signaling by an additional 10 percent. We therefore conclude that ∆ TH = 0.2 is a good choice in view of the performance-signaling trade-off described earlier.
NETWORK OVERLOAD TIME SURVIVAL FUNCTION
A network overload occurs when the aggregate traffic arrival rate from all the UTs momentarily exceeds the total MF-TDMA frame transmission capacity (although the aggregate mean arrival rate does not), because too many of the switched (twostate) Poisson input traffic sources are simultaneously in their "high" states. During network overloads, the traffic arrival rates to the UT queues exceed the queue service rates because there is insufficient transmission capacity available; the queues therefore become unstable (buildup), resulting in increased queue sizes and delays. The overloads' duration (time) thus affects the queuing performance. Figure 6 shows the overload time survival functions with MMPP and PMPP input traffic. We note that the MMPP curve decays more quickly than the PMPP curve, indicating higher probabilities of obtaining longer overload times with PMPP traffic. This is due to the heavytailed Pareto state sojourn time distribution used for PMPP traffic, since more time elapses before traffic sources in the "high" state switch back to the "low" state, thus ending the overload. The effects of these longer overload times on the UT's queuing performance were observed in the simulation results from earlier: increased queue sizes (and delays) with PMPP traffic. In particular, it was found that with PMPP traffic, the network load must be reduced in order to maintain the same QoS performance as with MMPP traffic.
EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC STATE SWITCHING RATE ON DCA PERFORMANCE
Recall from earlier that it was assumed that the mean state sojourn times of the switched Poisson input traffic sources are greater than the DCA n n n n 
cycle time; this is referred to as slow-switching (SS) traffic. This assumption allowed us to treat the traffic within a DCA cycle time as simple (non-switched) Poisson traffic, which in turn guided the derivation given earlier of the service rate (capacity) required for each of the UT's traffic queues. We now consider fast-switching (FS) input traffic. In this case, the mean state sojourn times are smaller than the DCA cycle time, so the traffic within the cycle can no longer be treated as simple Poisson traffic. Simulation is used to determine how FS traffic affects DCA performance, and thus to ascertain whether the proposed DCA scheme should be adjusted.
As stated previously, the DCA cycle time used in our simulations is 0.54 s (540 ms); for SS traffic, the mean state sojourn time of each traffic source is set to 3.25 s in both states. Now, for FS traffic, we set the mean sojourn time to 0.5, 0.05, and 0.005 s (for comparison). We use the EF queue for illustrative purposes but the observed performance trends also apply to the other two queues. Figure 7 shows the EF queue size survival functions with SS and FS traffic; for comparison, simple (non-switched) Poisson traffic is also included. We note that lower mean state sojourn times result in better queuing performance (faster decay of the survival function); the best performance is obtained with the Poisson traffic input, and the switched traffic curves approach the Poisson curve as the mean state sojourn time is decreased (for the mean sojourn time of 0.005 s, the switched and Poisson curves are almost identical). It is also noticed that the survival function curve for SS traffic clearly exhibits two slopes corresponding to the cell and burst regions, while the curves for FS traffic (especially with the mean sojourn time of 0.005 s) seem to have only one slope corresponding to the cell region, as in the case of Poisson traffic. This is because as the mean state sojourn time is decreased, the overload time and hence the cell loss due to the burst region are also reduced, leaving only the cell region. Figure 8 shows the probability density function (PDF) curves for Poisson and switched traffic models. The PDF of SS traffic exhibits two peaks corresponding to the mean cell rates of the "low" and "high" states; as the mean state sojourn time is decreased, we note that the shape of the PDF gradually approaches the Poisson PDF.
The above simulation results imply that the switched traffic becomes equivalent to Poisson traffic as the mean state sojourn time decreases, since the switched traffic PDFs approach the Poisson PDF. Our previous assumption that with SS input traffic the traffic within a DCA cycle time can be treated as simple (non-switched) Poisson traffic therefore still holds in the FS case. We therefore conclude that it is not necessary to adjust/modify our DCA scheme for operation with FS traffic.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have proposed a dynamic capacity allocation scheme for DiffServ QoS support in IP-based broadband satellite access networks. We begin with a brief description/ review of the BSA network architecture with an MF-TDMA-based return link, followed by an overview of the DCA process in the context of a DiffServ environment. Next, we present the proposed DCA scheme after first defining an appropriate QoS performance measure and input traffic model. Finally, simulation was used to evaluate the DCA performance and adjust certain DCA parameters (in particular, the traffic averaging window size and request transmission n n n n n n n n threshold) in view of the trade-off between QoS performance and the DCA signaling overhead. The effects of the input traffic state switching rate on DCA performance are also considered. The simulation results show that the proposed DCA scheme provides high satellite bandwidth utility and satisfies user QoS requirements while maintaining reduced signaling overhead. Furthermore, the proposed scheme operates efficiently with both SRD and LRD traffic inputs, and over a wide range of traffic state switching rates.
The DCA scheme proposed in this article is designed to efficiently adapt to input traffic variability. In satellite networks, variability is also caused by signal fading due to adverse weather conditions (e.g., rain, heavy clouds) between the satellite and terrestrial stations. Our article does not explicitly consider adaptation to fading variation; this subject is treated in other work (e.g., [14, 15] ), and involve a multilayer approach using transmit power control, adaptive channel coding (forward error correction), and dynamic bandwidth allocation in order to maintain a given physical-layer QoS (i.e., bit error rate) under fading conditions. With regard to the DCA scheme proposed in this article, the net effect of fading is a perceived reduction in the amount of available uplink bandwidth; our proposed DCA scheme can still be used in this case, albeit with reduced UT queue service rates. Thus, fading variation does not change/affect the operation of our proposed scheme, but introduces some inevitable queuing performance degradation compared to clear sky (nonfading) performance.
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